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We study the formation rate of binary black hole mergers formed through gravitational-wave emission
between unbound, single black holes in globular clusters. While the formation of these binaries in very
dense systems such as galactic nuclei has been well studied, we show here that this process can operate in
lower-density stellar systems as well, forming binaries at a rate similar to other proposed pathways for
creating eccentric mergers. Recent advances in post-Newtonian cluster dynamics indicate that a large
fraction of dynamically assembled binary black holes merge inside their host clusters during weak and
strong binary-single and binary-binary interactions, and that these systems may retain measurable
eccentricities as they travel through the LIGO and LISA sensitivity bands. Using an analytic approach
to modeling binary black holes from globular clusters, we show that the formation of merging binaries from
previously unbound black holes can operate at a similar rate to mergers forming during strong binary
encounters, and that these binaries inhabit a unique region of the gravitational-wave frequency space which
can be identified by proposed deci-Hertz space-based detectors.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.101.123010

I. INTRODUCTION

Several binary black hole (BBH) mergers have now been
observed by LIGO (the Laser Interferometer Gravitational
Wave Observatory) and VIRGO, through their emission of
gravitational waves (GWs) [1–7]. However, their astro-
physical origin is still unknown, and the observed variety in
both BH masses and spins [e.g., [8]], in addition to the
observed merger of binary neutron stars (NSs) [9], indicate
that several formation mechanisms might be operating.
Some of the recently proposed include: field binaries
[10–23], stellar clusters [24–37], active galactic nuclei
(AGN) discs [38–40], galactic nuclei (GN) [41–47], very
massive stellar mergers [48–51], and single-single GW
captures of primordial black holes [52–55].
From the GW signal of individual BBH merger events,

one can measure the (redshifted) mass of the BHs, their
spins [e.g., [56,57]], the BBH orbital eccentricity [e.g.,
[58–60]], and even Doppler effects related to a possible
movement of the BBH’s center of mass (COM) [e.g.,
[61,62]]. The question is; how can this information be used
to distinguish the proposed astrophysical merger channels?
Regarding BH spins, these are expected to be isotropically

distributed for dynamically assembled BBH mergers, such
as those forming in globular clusters (GCs), in contrast to
those forming in isolation in the field [e.g., [56,63]]. In
terms of eccentricity, a significant fraction of BBHs formed
dynamically in clusters are expected to lead to a unique
population of GW mergers that have measurable orbital
eccentricities in bands from LISA (the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna) [64–68] to LIGO [69–78], whereas
field binaries are most likely to have fully circularized
once observable. Although eccentric sources might form
in other ways, e.g., through Lidov-Kozai oscillations
[e.g., [79–85]], quadruple systems [e.g., [86]], and single-
single GW captures [e.g., [41,53,87,88]], eccentric BBH
mergers forming in clusters are not only a natural outcome
when BHs are present, but can also accurately be modeled
using both simple analytical [e.g., [37,75]] and numerical
techniques [e.g., [78]]. This makes BBH orbital eccentricity
a very promising parameter to use for constraining the
cluster channel and its astrophysical properties. In addition
to this, it has also been suggested that BBH populations in
dense clusters can be probed through their interaction with
nearby stars, e.g., through tidal interactions, which could
result in electromagnetic observables [89–91].
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In this paper we continue our studies on how BBH
mergers form in stellar clusters, and in particular GCs;
systems which recently have gained significant attention.
One reason is that these systems are relatively easy to model
as they stay more or less isolated for almost their entire life,
during which they evolve through clean physical processes
involving Newtonian and post-Newtonian [e.g., [92]]
N-body dynamics. Recent developments in modeling this
formation channel include how BBHs can form through
strong binary-single interactions [e.g., [69–76,93,94]],weak
binary-single interactions [e.g., [95,96]], strong binary-
binary interactions [e.g., [77]], and secular interactions
[e.g., [97–99]]. This recent work especially indicates that
∼50% of all BBHs assembled in GCs are likely to merge
inside their cluster with a variety of GW peak frequencies
and eccentricities [e.g., [78]], which are tightly connected to
the properties of their host cluster, whereas earlier prescrip-
tions only resolved the dynamically ejected population [e.g.,
[24,29]]. These recent advances have major observational
implications when considering the future of GWastrophys-
ics where planned observatories such as the Einstein
Telescope (ET) [e.g., [100]], and the Cosmic Explorer
(CE) [e.g., [101]], will be able to map out every possible
BBH merger in the entire visible Universe.
As one of the last pieces on how BBH mergers might

form in GCs through few-body interactions (without the
inclusion of a central massive BH), we here describe the
formation of single-single GW capture mergers [e.g.,
[88,102,103]]. Single-single GW captures have in the
literature mainly been associated with GN hosting massive
central BHs [e.g., [104]]; however, recent work does
indicate that single-single GW captures could operate at
a non-negligible rate in GCs partly due to their relative low
velocity dispersion [e.g., [105]]. In our present paper we
build upon these earlier studies, and by the use of analytical
arguments we not only prove that single-single GW
captures in GCs lead to significant rates, but we also
derive how single-single GW captures form compared to
BBH mergers forming through the dominating three-body
interaction channel inside the cluster. Especially, we find
that the rate of single-single GW captures relative to the rate
of GW mergers forming during binary-single interactions
[e.g., [70]], a population we loosely will refer to as binary-
single GW mergers, does not strongly depend on neither
the central velocity dispersion nor the density of the cluster,
but mainly on the binary fraction and the shape of the BH
population density profile. In most GCs the binary fraction
is at the percent level [e.g., [78]], for which we find that the
rate of single-single GW captures leading to BBH mergers,
should be similar to the rate of binary-single GW mergers.
The single-single GW capture mergers distribute differ-

ently across GW frequency and orbital eccentricity space
compared to the other before mentioned few-body merger
channels. This has been noticed before [105]; however, in our
presented paper we derive for the first time the correct

normalization of the single-single GW capture mergers
compared to the mergers from binary-single interactions.
This allow us to put forward a picture that unifies how BBHs
distribute as a function of the binary fraction and the density
profile of the single BH population. We show how the
observable GW frequency and orbital eccentricity distribu-
tions change with these properties, which make us propose
that single-single GW captures offer unique possibilities to
probe the inner properties ofBHsubsystems [e.g., [106,107]].
Finally, from a combination of analytical and numerical

techniques we illustrate how single-single GW capture merg-
ers form right where the future planned GW observatories
DECIGO [108,109] and Tian Qin [110] are sensitive. As we
clearly demonstrate in this paper, and alsopreviously argued in
[105], deci-Hertz observatories fill out a unique gap in GW
frequency space that covers the range where the majority of
dynamically assembled BBH mergers form, including those
from single-single, binary-single and binary-binary inter-
actions. Such observations will undoubtedly provide unique
information about the distribution of BHs in dense stellar
systems. This greatly adds to the astrophysical motivation to
why such detectors should be built.
The paper is organized as follows. We start in Sec. II by

calculating the cross sections for close two-body encoun-
ters originating from single-single and binary-single inter-
actions, respectively. In Sec. III we convert our cross
section expressions to formation rates, and estimate the
rate of single-single GW capture mergers compared to
binary-single GWmergers for two different cluster profiles.
We then use simple Monte Carlo (MC) techniques in
Sec. IV to derive GW peak frequency and eccentricity
distributions for our considered dynamical BBH merger
channels, and comment on the observational prospects. Our
study is concluded in Sec. V.

II. CROSS SECTIONS

In this section we derive close encounter and GW
inspiral merger cross sections for single-single and
binary-single interactions, respectively. These expressions
are then used in Sec. III to derive absolute and relative
merger rates relevant for a system like a GC. In all our
calculations we assume the interacting BHs have the same
mass m, which is a reasonable approximation for inter-
actions happening in GCs due to mass segregation and
frequent exchange interactions [e.g., [78,111]]. An illus-
tration showing the interaction- and GW merger channels
we consider in this paper is presented in Fig. 1.
In terms of notations, throughout the paper “G” denotes

Newton’s constant, “c” is the speed of light, and “log”
denotes the logarithm to the base 10.

A. Single-single interactions

We start by considering the cross section for two single
BHs to undergo an encounter with pericenter distance rp less
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than some distance Rss. We denote this cross section by σ<R
ss ,

where “ss” is short for “single-single.” In the gravitational
focusing limit this cross section is given by [e.g., [70,73]],

σ<Rss ≈ 2πG
2mRss

v2
; ð1Þ

where m is the BH mass, and v is the velocity dispersion of
the BH subsystem (we do not distinguish between relative
velocity and velocity dispersion in this paper).

For a single-single interaction to also result in aGWcapture
merger the energy radiated at the first pericenter passage from
GW emission, ΔEGW ≈ ð85π=12ÞG7=2c−5m9=2rp−7=2 (see
[102]), must be greater than the initial energy between the
two singles,Ess ≈ ð1=2Þμv2, whereμ is here the reducedmass
[e.g., [70,103]]. Themaximumpericenter distance fromwhich
a single-single GW capture can happen, denoted in this paper
by Rss, is the rp that satisfies ΔEGW ¼ Ess, from which one
finds,

Rss ¼
�

85π

24
ffiffiffi
2

p
�

2=7
×ℛm

�
c2

v2

�
2=7

; ð2Þ

whereℛm is the Schwarzschild radius of aBHwithmassm. If
one substitutes Rss in Eq. (1) withRss from the above Eq. (2)
one gets the classical single-single GW capture cross section
[103], that we here denote by σ<Rss . The value of Rss given
above represents the theoretical upper limit for GW capture;
however, the astrophysical upper limit is slightly smaller, and
depends on local properties such as the BHdensity profile and
velocity dispersion. The primary reason is that the definition of
Rss given by Eq. (2) only ensures that the two single objects
become bound after their first passage, but not that this newly
formedbinary actually undergoes aGWinspiralmerger before
it is interrupted by a later incoming object. We will take this
correction into account later in our numerical experiments [see
Eq. (34)], from which we find that this correction for a typical
GC is not important.We thereforekeepRss as shown inEq. (2)
throughout our analytical sections.

B. Binary-single interactions

We now describe the derivation of the cross section for a
binary-single interaction to result in two of the three objects
to undergo an encounter with pericenter distance rp less
than some characteristic distance Rbs. We denote this cross
section σ<R

bs , where “bs” is short for “binary-single.” For
this, we start by expressing σ<R

bs as the following product,

σ<R
bs ¼ σbs × P<R

bs ; ð3Þ

where σbs is the cross section for a binary to undergo a
strong interaction with a single, and P<R

bs denotes the
probability for a strong binary-single interaction to result
in two of the three objects to undergo an encounter with
rp < Rbs. The cross section σbs is in the gravitational
focusing limit given by [73,75],

σbs ≈ 2πG
3ma
v2

; ð4Þ

where a is the semimajor axis (SMA) of the target binary.
To derive P<R

bs we make use of the formalism described in
[64,70,75,90]. In short, the approach is to split up the
chaotic binary-single interaction into a series of temporary

(a) Single-single capture

(c) 3-body merger

(d) Ejected merger

(b) 2-body merger

e

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the different BBH merger types
that we discuss in this paper. (a) Single-single capture: Two
initially unbound BHs can become bound if they undergo a
passage small enough for the energy radiated through GW
emission to be larger than their initial orbital energy. This often
results in a relatively prompt merger taking place inside the
cluster, with a GW peak frequency near the DECIGO band.
BBHs can also form through dynamical processes near the cluster
core, and will after formation undergo primarily binary-single
interactions, which result in at least the following three types of
merger. (b) 2-body merger: If a BBH after a binary-single
interaction survives with a SMA and eccentricity such that its
GW inspiral time is less than its interaction time, then it will
undergo what we refer to as a 2-body merger. The characteristic
interaction time scale is ∼107 years, which maps to a GW peak
frequency near the LISA band. (c) 3-body merger: A BBH can
also undergo a merger during a binary-single interaction if its
peri-center distance is perturbed to a value small enough for the
energy radiated over one orbit through GWemission is larger than
the initial energy of the 3-body system. The timescale associated
with this process is ∼1 year, which maps to a GW peak frequency
near the LIGO band. (d) Ejected merger: If the BBH does not
undergo a 2-body or a 3-body merger inside its cluster, it will get
dynamically ejected through a binary-single interaction. A large
fraction of BBHs ejected in this way will merge outside the
cluster within a Hubble time.
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metastable binary-single states, referred to here as inter-
mediate states (IMSs). Each of these N states can be
described by a binary with a bound single. The eccentricity
distribution of the IMS binaries follows approximately that
of a so-called thermal distribution, PðeÞ ¼ 2e [112], where
the SMA is approximately equal to the SMA of the initial
target binary, a. From this follows that the probability for a
single IMS binary to have a pericenter distance rp < Rbs is
≈2Rbs=a [75]. As a binary-single interaction on average
assembles N such IMS binaries during its chaotic evolu-
tion, the total probability P<R

bs is simply given by,

P<R
bs ≈

2Rbs

a
N : ð5Þ

Using these relations, one now finds that the cross section
σ<R
bs can be written as,

σ<Rbs ≈ 2πG
6mRbs

v2
N : ð6Þ

From this it is clear that the cross section for a binary-single
interaction to result in a close encounter between two of the
three objects with rp < Rbs is ∝ Rbs and independent of the
binary SMA a.
As in the single-single case, not all distances Rbs in the

binary-single problem will lead to a GW inspiral merger.
However, in contrast to the single-single case, defining a
unique distance for GW inspiral merger in the binary-single
problem is not possible, as the distance from which a GW
inspiral is possible changes for each IMS binary depending
on the orbital period of the remaining bound single [70].
Therefore, one should in principle work with a distribution
of GW inspiral distances; however, this has its own
problems, and is therefore out of scope of this paper.
Instead, to simplify our analysis and make it analytically
tractable, we will in this paper work with a single character-
istic value for the binary-single GW merger distance, that
we denote by Rbs. Note here that this assumption still
conserves all the right scaling properties of the problem
[75]. Following [75], a reasonable value for Rbs is the one
for which the GW energy loss integrated over one peri-
center passage ΔEGW (see Sec. II A) for two of the three
objects equals the total initial energy of the three-body
system Ebs, that here is ≈Gm2=ð2aÞ. Note here that this
requirement is exactly the same as in the single-single case,
but with the energy of the initial binary-single system
instead of the energy of the initial single-single system.
Now solving for the pericenter distance rp for which
ΔEGW ¼ Ebs, one finds,

Rbs ≈
�

85π

24
ffiffiffi
2

p
�

2=7
×ℛm

�
a
ℛm

�
2=7

: ð7Þ

Substituting this expression for Rbs into Eq. (6) results in
the cross section for the formation of a GW inspiral that

merges during the binary-single interaction; a cross section
we denote σ<Rbs . As first noted by [70], the cross section
σ<Rbs ∝ a2=7, which means that it increases with the initial
SMA a. For a thorough discussion on the subject of binary-
single interactions with dissipative terms (GW emission,
tidal dissipation, etc.) see [e.g., [73,93,94]]. Finally, as for
the single-single GW captures, binary-single interactions
and GW inspirals forming during such interactions can in
principle be broken up before completion by incoming
objects [113]. However, this rarely happens for the systems
we consider, and this “infrared” correction will therefore
not be discussed further in this paper.

C. Comparing binary-single and single-single

One of the key questions we explore in this paper is how
important single-single GW capture mergers are compared
to GW inspiral mergers forming during binary-single
interactions. To gain insight into this, we start by consid-
ering the following cross section ratio,

σ<R
bs

σ<R
ss

¼ 3N ðRbs=RssÞ ≈ 60ðRbs=RssÞ; ð8Þ

which follows from the use of Eqs. (6) and (1). Note here
that for the last equality we have used a value of N ¼ 20,
which follows from numerical experiments [75]. From this
ratio we conclude that a BBH is about 3N ≈ 60 times more
“effective” in forming two-body encounters with rp <
Rss ¼ Rbs compared to a single BH. Note here that this
efficiency does not depend on any properties of the cluster
or the BBH orbital parameters.
Two values of Rbs and Rss that are particular interesting

to compare are the distances from which a GW merger can
form. By the use of Eqs. (7) and (2) we find that,

Rbs

Rss
≈
�

a
ℛm

v2

c2

�
2=7

¼
�

v
vorb

�
4=7

; ð9Þ

where vorb is the internal orbital velocity of the BBH
defined here as the relative velocity between the two BHs
assuming a circular orbit. As we only consider the hard
binary (HB) limit in this paper (vorb ≫ v, see, e.g., [112]),
the above relations imply that Rbs will always be < Rss,
which leads to the following inequality for the correspond-
ing GW capture cross sections: σ<Rbs =σ<Rss < 3N .
Finally, as will be shown later in Sec. III A 3, a highly

relevant ratio to consider is Rbs;ej=Rss, where the subscript
‘ej’ states that Rbs is here evaluated at the SMA a ¼ aej,
where aej is the (maximum) SMA from which the BBHwill
get ejected from the cluster through a binary-single
interaction [75]. Assuming that each binary-single inter-
action decreases the SMA of the BBH by a fixed fraction δ,
such that a → δa, then it follows from classical mechanics
that aej ¼ ð1=6Þðϕ − 1ÞGm=v2esc, where vesc is the escape
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velocity of the cluster, and ϕ≡ 1=δ [75]. By substituting
this relation for aej into Eq. (9) one finds,

Rbs;ej

Rss
¼

�
ϕ − 1

12f2ed

�
2=7

; ð10Þ

where fed ≡ vesc=v (the subscript “ed” refers to that f is the
fraction between the ejection (e) and the dispersion (d) veloc-
ities, respectively). Assuming fed ¼ 5, and δ ¼ 7=9 [e.g.,
[75,112]], one finds thatRbs;ej=Rss ¼ 1050−2=7 ≈ 7.3−1. For
comparison, if we evaluate this ratio at the HB limit value of
the SMA, aHB ¼ ð3=2ÞGm=v2, which is the SMA at which
the total energy of the binary,−Gm2=ð2aÞ, equals the energy
of incoming single encounters, ð1=2Þμv2, we find
Rbs;HB=Rss ≈ 1. Note that this also follows directly from
Eq. (9) when v ≈ vorb. For our chosen values it therefore
follows that 8≲ σ<Rbs =σ<Rss ≲ 60.

III. RATES

In this section we convert the cross sections derived in
the above Sec. II to formation rates. We assume steady state
in all our calculations, which of course is a simplification of
how real clusters evolve; however, this assumption allows
us to explore the rates and observables in closed form
expressions, which provides crucial guidance to what to
focus on and include in more sophisticated numerical
simulations. Also, this allows for an easier comparison
to the recent analytical literature on both binary-single and
single-single GW mergers forming in both GN and GCs.
We proceed below by first deriving a few general relations,
after which we apply these to study the binary-single and
single-single rates of GW capture mergers from two
different cluster models; a uniform density model and
the Plummer’s sphere model. Corresponding observables,
such as the GW peak frequency and BBH orbital eccen-
tricity will be discussed in Sec. IV.

A. General relations

In the following we present general relations for deriving
absolute and relative rates of GW mergers resulting from
single-single and binary-single interactions, respectively.

1. Single-single rates

We consider a spherical cluster with mass density profile
ρðrÞ and corresponding number density profile nðrÞ ¼
ρðrÞ=m, consisting of identical compact objects with mass
m. In a radial shell with width dr at radial position r, the
number of single-single encounters with rp < RssðrÞ per
time interval dt is given by,

dΓssðrÞ ¼ nðrÞσ<Rss ðrÞvðrÞ × nðrÞ4πr2dr × 1

2
; ð11Þ

where the first term is the rate of encounters with rp <
RssðrÞ a single object experiences, the second term is the

number of single objects within the considered shell, and
the third term corrects for that the singles are both targets
and encounters (two singles result in one encounter). From
here we do not explicitly show if a quantity x is dependent
on, e.g., r by writing xðrÞ. This is done to limit the length of
our expressions. Using the above relation from Eq. (11), the
total single-single rate of encounters with rp < Rss from the
entire cluster is now given by,

Γss ¼
8π2G
m

Z
∞

0

Rssρ
2

v
r2dr: ð12Þ

Note here that we have allowed for the characteristic
encounter distance Rss to be a function of r. A variable
Rss will be important to include when deriving the total rate
of single-single GW capture mergers. The above equation
can also be written in the following form,

Γss ¼ n0σ<R
ss;0v0

1

2
Ns ×

4

3

πr3sρ0
M

Z
∞

0

R̃ssρ̃
2

ṽ
3r̃2dr̃

¼ n0σ<R
ss;0v0

1

2
Ns × ξss; ð13Þ

where Ns is the total number of singles,M ¼ Ns ×m is the
total mass, R̃ss ¼ Rss=Rss;0, ρ̃ ¼ ρ=ρ0, ṽ ¼ v=v0, r̃ ¼ r=rs,
and

ξss ≡ 4

3

πr3sρ0
M

Z
∞

0

R̃ssρ̃
2

ṽ
3r̃2dr̃: ð14Þ

Here the subscript ‘0’ denotes the corresponding quantity
has to be evaluated at r ¼ 0 (central cluster values), and rs
is a characteristic scale. It is convenient to consider this
notation of the rate, as ξss ¼ 1 for a simple uniform sphere
with constant Rss. In other words, the last term, ξss,
represents essentially an “efficiency factor” that depends
on how the Ns objects distribute within the cluster.

2. Binary-single rates

We now turn to a derivation of the rate of close two-body
encounters forming during binary-single interactions. To
analytically calculate this we here make use of the simple
dynamical model described in [75,90]. In short, we assume
that all binaries form with a SMA equal to their HB value,
aHB (see Sec. II C), after which a given binary undergoes
interactions with incoming singles that each decreases the
binary SMA from a → δa. This in-cluster hardening
process continues until the binary SMA falls below the
critical ejection value aej (see Sec. II C), at which the
binding energy released in a single binary-single interaction
leads to ejection of the binary from its cluster. The average
rate of encounters with rp < Rbs forming during binary-
single interactions can in this model be approximated by
Γbs ≈ Nbs=Tej, where Nbs is the total number of encounters
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with rp < Rbs forming during the hardening binary-single
interactions of the binary from aHB to aej, and Tej is the
time it takes for the binary to transition from aHB to aej.
For estimating this rate, we start by deriving Nbs. We do

this by first considering the differential version of Eq. (5),
dNbs ¼ ð2Rbs=aÞN dk, where k here refers to hardening
step k, i.e., aðkÞ ¼ aHBδk. By changing variable from k to
SMA a using the relation da ¼ −að1 − δÞdk now follows,

Nbs ¼
2N
1 − δ

Z
aHB

aej

Rbs

a2
da; ð15Þ

where we here, and in the rest of the paper, assume that the
probability for a BBH to merge inside the cluster is < 1,
which is a reasonable assumption for standard GCs. As a
cross check, if we here substitute Rbs with the GW inspiral
merger distance Rbs given by Eq. (7), then one finds
that the number of such mergers evaluates to N<R

bs ≈
7P<R

bs;ej=ð5ð1 − δÞÞ, where P<R
bs;ej is given by Eq. (5) evalu-

ated at a ¼ aej. This relation was found in [75], which
serves as an excellent confirmation of our relations so far.
Note here that the “enhancement factor” from including the
whole binary-single hardening sequence, and not only the
final SMA (a ¼ aej), evaluates to 7=ð5ð1 − δÞÞ ¼ 63=10.
We now turn to deriving the time interval Tej, for which

we assume the binaries distribute near the cluster center,
such that they only relate to the cluster properties through
the central values, n0, v0. In this approximation we
continue by first use that the time between binary-single
interactions is given by the inverse binary-single encounter
rate, ðn0σbsv0Þ−1, which can be converted to the differential
form dt ¼ ðn0σbsv0Þ−1dk, where t here denotes time. Using
da ¼ −að1 − δÞdk, we can now write the total time it takes
for a given binary to transition from aHB to aej through
binary-single scatterings in the following way,

Tej ¼
Z

aHB

aej

1

n0σbsv0

da
að1 − δÞ ;

≈
ð6πGÞ−1
ð1 − δÞ

v0
n0

m−1

aej
; ð16Þ

where we have used Eq. (4), and for the last term assumed
that aHB ≫ aej. We note here that this is also approximately
the inverse rate of binary ejections, i.e., Γej ≈ 1=Tej.
By the use of Eqs. (15) and (16), and that Γbs ≈ Nbs=Tej,

we now finally find,

Γbs ¼ n0σ<Rbs;ejv0Nb ×
Z

a0HB

1

Rbs
0

a02
da0

¼ n0σ<Rbs;ejv0Nb × ξbs; ð17Þ
where Nb is the number of binaries, a0 ¼ a=aej, R0

bs ¼
Rbs=Rbs;ej, σ<Rbs;ej denotes the cross section evaluated at
a ¼ aej, and

ξbs ≡
Z

a0HB

1

R0
bs

a02
da0: ð18Þ

As seen, for a constant value of R0
bs the scale-factor ξbs ≈ 1

for a0HB ≫ 1. The factor ξbs therefore represents the
integrated effect from including a scale dependent Rbs,
as, e.g., the GW capture distance Rbs given by Eq. (7). As
described in [73], the characteristic distance for dissipative
captures, including tidal and GW emission captures, can
often be approximated by R ∝ aβ, where β relates to the
energy loss in question, ΔE, as ΔE ∝ r−βp . As seen, for this
class of β-models the efficiency factor is given by ξbs ¼
ð1 − βÞ−1 for a0HB ≫ 1.

3. Binary-single vs single-single

Having derived general forms for the close encounter
rate from both single-single, Γss (Sec. III A 2), and binary-
single, Γbs (Sec. III A 2), we are now in a position to
compare the two. Using Eqs. (17) and (13) we find,

Γbs

Γss
≈ 2

Nb

Ns

σ<R
bs;ej

σ<R
ss;0

ξbs
ξss

¼ 6FbsN ×
Rbs;ej

Rss;0

ξbs
ξss

; ð19Þ

where the factor Fbs denotes the binary fraction,
Fbs ¼ Nb=Ns. This simple expression constitutes one of
our main results from this paper. In the following sections
we will evaluate this ratio for different characteristic
distances (constant R and GW capture R) and cluster
profiles (Model I and Model II). The main purpose of this is
to illustrate that single-single interactions could contribute
with a non-negligible and unique population of BBH
mergers.

B. Model I: Uniform density sphere

We here consider a BH subsystem described by a
uniform density ρ and velocity dispersion v. This example
therefore represents a classical “nσv” estimate with a finite
number of objects, Ns. Considering first the single-single
population, it is here natural to set rs equal to the size of the
cluster, which implies that ρ̃ ¼ 1 and ṽ ¼ 1 for r < rs, and
that R̃ss ¼ 1 and ξss ¼ 1 for a constant Rss and the GW
capture Rss. For binary-single interactions, the efficiency
factor ξbs from Eq. (18) will in contrast only ¼ 1 for
constant Rbs encounters, but not for GW captures with
varying Rbs. Below we study the rate of close encounters
and GW capture mergers for this model.

1. Close encounters

We start by writing out the rate of single-single encoun-
ters with rp < Rss, where Rss is assumed constant. Since
ξss ¼ 1, as argued above, then the rate is given by,
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Γss ≈ nσ<Rss v
1

2
Ns; ð20Þ

which follows from Eq. (13). This is not surprisingly the
usual rate of encounters per single, nσv, weighted by
the total number of singles divided by two, Ns=2 (see
also [114]).
We now consider the rate of binary-single encounters

with rp < Rbs, where also Rbs is here assumed constant.
Since ξbs ¼ 1 also in this case, the rate is simply given by,

Γbs ≈ nσ<Rbs vNb; ð21Þ

where we have used Eq. (17). Remember here that the cross
section σ<Rbs is ∝ mRbs=v2, and therefore independent of the
SMA a.
If we now consider the special case for which Rss ¼ Rbs,

then the ratio between the two rates, Γbs and Γss, reduces to
the following expression

Γbs

Γss
≈ 6FbsN ; ð22Þ

where we have used Eq. (19). This explicitly illustrates that
Γbs=Γss is independent of the cluster density, its velocity
dispersion, and the orbital evolution of the interacting
binaries. Instead, it essentially only depends on the binary
fraction Fbs. As seen, the two rates are therefore compa-
rable when the binary fraction Fbs ≈ ð6N Þ−1, from which
we conclude that for this model Γss ≈ Γbs when
Fbs ≈ 1=120 ∼ 1%. Therefore, for our considered model,
single-single and binary-single encounters with rp < Rss ¼
Rbs contribute at the same level when the binary fraction is
at the percent level. Interestingly, this is exactly the level
that is observed in state-of-the-art GC simulations, which
explains why single-single interactions might actually
contribute with a non-negligible fraction of BBH mergers.
An illustration of this is shown in Fig. 2.
As will be discussed later, a constant R, as considered

here, is important for understanding the rate of GW sources
with a particular GW peak frequency (the GW frequency
where most of the power is outputted) which to leading
order only depends on the BBH pericenter distance rp [see
Eq. (35)]. Below we continue by deriving the rate of GW
mergers forming within the scale dependent capture dis-
tance R.

2. GW mergers

We now derive the rates of single-single and binary-
single mediated GW mergers for our considered uniform
cluster model. One expects a different ratio than the one
derived in Eq. (22), as R is now no longer constant for the
binary-single interactions.
We start by deriving the single-single GW capture rate.

In this case, the characteristic distance Rss ¼ Rss, but since

the cluster is assumed uniform then R̃ss is still ¼ 1. The
single-single GW capture rate is therefore simply given by

Γss ≈ nσ<Rss v
1

2
Ns; ð23Þ

where σ<Rss is evaluated using Eqs. (1) and (2).
We now derive the rate of GW inspiral mergers forming

during binary-single interactions. From using Eq. (7) it
follows that R0

bs ¼ ða=aejÞ2=7 ¼ a02=7, from which we now
find using Eq. (18) that,

FIG. 2. Evolution of the BH population in a representative GC
(initial conditions: ∼106 stars, 5% binary fraction, and virial
radius ¼ 1 pc), simulated using the CMC code [78] that is based
on a MC Henon solver. Top: Number of BBHs relative to the total
number of single BHs, Fbs ¼ Nb=Ns, as a function of time after
the formation of the GC. Bottom: Total number of single BHs in
the GC as a function of time. The initial rise is due to single and
binary star evolution, where the later decline arises from
dynamical interactions that both eject single BHs from the
cluster, and swap them into binaries that eventually merge. As
seen, the binary fraction stays at the percent level throughout the
entire life of the GC, which implies that the rate of single-single
GW capture mergers are likely to be similar to the rate of mergers
forming during binary-single interactions [see, e.g., Eqs. (22) and
(24)]. However, neither the binary fraction nor the total number of
single BHs stays exactly constant, and one therefore expects that
the relative rate of single-single GW captures to change as a
function of time. The associated time dependent change of the
distribution of GW peak frequency and orbital eccentricity will
make it possible for next generation GW observatories to better
constrain the dynamical processes that drive BBHs to merger in
dense stellar systems [e.g., [115]].
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ξbs ¼
Z

a0HB

1

a02=7

a02
da0 ≈

7

5
: ð24Þ

For this we assumed the limit aHB ≫ 1. Note here that this
result also follows from setting β ¼ 7=2 in the general
relation ξbs ¼ ð1 − βÞ−1 derived below Eq. (18). With this
value of ξbs, the rate of GW inspiral mergers forming during
binary-single interactions is given by,

Γbs ¼
7

5
nσ<Rbs;ejvNb: ð25Þ

The scale dependence of Rss gives rise to a small increase
of 7=5, compared to just evaluating the rate at the ejection
limit a ¼ aej.
Comparing the rates of GW mergers from the binary-

single and single-single channels we find,

Γbs

Γss
≈ 6FbsN ×

�
ϕ − 1

12f2ed

�
2=7 7

5
; ð26Þ

where we have used Eqs. (19) and (10). As seen, when
accounting for all the GW mergers that form through
single-single and binary-single interactions, and not only
those for which rp < Rss ¼ Rbs as we did in the above
Sec. III B 1, the relative GW merger rate from single-single
interactions increases by a factor of ð5=7Þ10502=7 ≈ 5.2 for
fed ¼ 5 and δ ¼ 7=9. Therefore, in this case Γss ≈ Γbs for
Fbs ≈ 5.2=120 ∼ 5%. This indicates that single-single GW
captures very well could play a role in the formation of
eccentric in-cluster mergers, as Fbs is likely < 5% for
standard GCs, as shown by Fig. 2. We proceed below by
exploring how our results from this section change when
considering a more realistic density profile for the single
BH population.

C. Model II: Plummer’s sphere

Real clusters are not described by the simple uniform
density sphere that we considered in the above Sec. III B.
Instead, relaxation processes generally drive systems to a
state described by a profile having a high density in the
center and a low in the outskirts [e.g., [116]]. To study the
effect of a more realistic profile, we here derive absolute
and relative rates assuming the single BHs distribute
according to the well-known Plummer’s sphere [117].
We choose this as it allows for a full analytical treatment
of the problem in contrast to other families of profiles.
To start, we first introduce the mass density profile of the

Plummer’s sphere, which is given by,

ρ ¼ 3M
4πb3

�
1þ r2

b2

�−5=2
; ð27Þ

and the corresponding velocity dispersion,

v2 ¼ 1

6

GM
b

�
1þ r2

b2

�−1=2
; ð28Þ

where M is the total cluster mass, and b is a characteristic
scale [117]. Inserting these two expressions into Eq. (14),
one finds that the single-single efficiency factor for this
profile reduces to the following form

ξss ¼ 3

Z
∞

0

R̃ssð1þ x2Þ−19=4x2dx: ð29Þ

The binary-single efficiency factor ξbs is unchanged from
what was found in the above Sec. III B, as we assume the
binary-single encounter rate only depends on the central
properties of the cluster. Finally, from using that the
potential of the Plummer’s sphere is given by ϕðrÞ ¼
−GM=ðb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðr=bÞ2

p
Þ and that vescðrÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−2ϕðrÞp

it
directly follows that vesc;0=v0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
≈ 3.5. As this is very

close to our fiducial chosen value of fed, we will still be
using fed ¼ 5 in the following sections to make compar-
isons more clear. Below we consider the absolute and
relative rate of close encounters and GW mergers for the
Plummer’s sphere.

1. Close encounters

We start by considering the rate of single-single encoun-
ters with rp < Rss, where Rss is assumed constant. In this
case R̃ss ¼ 1, from which we find by the use of Eq. (29) that

ξss ¼ 3

Z
∞

0

ð1þ x2Þ−19=4x2dx ¼ 3
ffiffiffi
π

p
4

Gð13=4Þ
Gð19=4Þ ; ð30Þ

where GðzÞ ¼ R
∞
0 xz−1e−xdx denotes the well-known

Gamma function. With this factor it is now straightforward
to derive the single-single rate using Eq. (13). The question
is now, does the change from a uniform sphere to a more
realistic density profile leads to an increase or a decreases
of the single-single close encounter rate? As seen here, for
the Plummer’s sphere ξss ¼ ð3 ffiffiffi

π
p

=4ÞGð13=4Þ=Gð19=4Þ≈
0.2, which means that the rate from distributing Ns singles
in a Plummer’s sphere is about 5 times smaller than if one
distributes them in a uniform sphere. The resulting ratio
between the binary-single and single-single close encounter
rates for Rss ¼ Rbs is given by,

Γbs

Γss
≈ 6FbsN ×

4

3
ffiffiffi
π

p Gð19=4Þ
Gð13=4Þ ; ð31Þ

where we have used Eq. (19), and the above Eq. (30). From
this we conclude that Γss ≈ Γbs for Fbs ≈ 1=600 ∼ 0.15%,
which suggests that BH subsystems with a realistic density
profile is unlikely to have single-single captures signifi-
cantly contributing to encounters with rp < Rss ¼ Rbs.
Below we study the absolute and relative rate of GW
mergers.
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2. GW mergers

For single-single GW capture mergers Rss ¼ Rss, which
implies that R̃ss ¼ ðv=v0Þ−4=7, where we have used Eq. (2).
Plugging this expression into Eq. (29), and by the use of
Eq. (28), we find the following value for the single-single
efficiency factor,

ξss ¼ 3

Z
∞

0

ð1þ x2Þ−129=28x2dx ¼ 3
ffiffiffi
π

p
4

Gð87=28Þ
Gð129=28Þ ; ð32Þ

which (also) evaluates to≈0.2. Therefore, the rate of single-
single GW capture mergers is also greatly reduced for the
Plummer’s sphere, compared to the uniform model. Finally,
we can also here compare to the rate from binary-single
GW mergers. By the use of Eq. (19), the relation shown in
Eq. (10), and our derived values for ξss [Eq. (32)] and ξbs
[Eq. (24)], we find

Γbs

Γss
≈ 6FbsN ×

�
ϕ − 1

12f2ed;0

�
2=7 7

5

4

3
ffiffiffi
π

p Gð129=28Þ
Gð87=28Þ ; ð33Þ

where fed;0 ≡ vesc;0=v0. For δ ¼ 7=9 and fed;0 ¼ 5, the
term after the ×-sign evaluates to ≈1. We therefore
conclude that even when accounting for all GW mergers
that can form through single-single and binary-single
interactions, the two rates are only expected to be similar
for Fbs ≈ 1=120 ∼ 1%. However, as previously described,
and also shown in Fig. 2, Fbs is in fact likely to be at the
percent level (see Fig. 2).

IV. OBSERVABLE IMPLICATIONS

Having shown using analytical arguments that BH
single-single GW captures in GCs might give rise to an
observable population of mergers, we now explore what the
observable characteristics are of these mergers. In particu-
lar, we explore if single-single GW capture mergers can be
distinguished from the other BBH merger types in GCs.
These include BBHs dynamically ejected from their host
cluster, BBHs merging in-between their binary-single
interactions, and BBHs merging during their binary-single
interactions. In the following sections we will refer to these
GW merger types as ejected mergers, 2-body mergers,
and 3-body mergers, respectively, to shorten labels and
descriptions (see also [68]). As pointed out by [e.g.,
[64,68,78,105]], these BBH merger types have different
eccentricity- and GW peak frequency distributions. For
example, in [64] it was pointed out that 2-body mergers will
naturally form near the LISA band with high eccentricity,
where 3-body mergers will form at higher frequencies
making them eccentric LIGO sources [70].
We here explore how the single-single GW capture

mergers will distribute, and in particular what their proper-
ties are at 1 Hz and 10 Hz in GW peak frequency. The 1 Hz
regime is potentially interesting for the planned deci-Hertz
observatories DECIGO and Tian Qin, where the 10 Hz

limit is naturally interesting for currently operating
observatories such as LIGO/VIRGO, but has also relevance
for third generation observatories including ET/CE, which
likely will be able to resolve eccentricities down to∼0.01 in
this range [118]. It is clear that single-single GW captures
are not the dominating source of BBH mergers forming in
GCs; however, with future observatories such as ET/CE we
are entering an age where we can expect to see every BBH
merger in the visible Universe. Therefore, it is important to
have a solid understanding for how BBH mergers might
form in different environments, and what their correspond-
ing observable distributions can tell us about their host
systems. Below we present results from a simple analytical
MC method.

A. Analytical Monte Carlo approach

To derive BBHmerger distributions with the inclusion of
single-single interactions, we start by deriving the distri-
bution of 2-body and 3-body mergers using the semi-
analytical MC approach first described in [64]. After this,
we super impose the distribution from single-single inter-
actions given some density profile. As for our analytical
results, the 2-body and 3-body mergers are all derived
assuming that the binary-single encounter rate is deter-
mined by the central quantities of the cluster only. In the
following we describe this procedure in detail.

1. Modeling binary-single mergers

For building up the distribution of 2-body and 3-body
mergers we follow a large ensemble of uncorrelated BBHs
undergoing binary-single interactions in an environment
described by a constant velocity dispersion, v, and number
density, n, equal to the central values of the cluster.
Following [64], each of these BBHs are assumed to form
with an initial SMA equal to their hard-binary value aHB;
however, for GCs the exact upper value of the SMA a is not
important as long as aHB ≫ aej. Considering now the
evolution of one of these BBHs, this BBH will after
formation undergo strong binary-single interactions, each
of which is assumed to lead to a constant decrease in the
SMA from a to δa. At the same time, the interactions will
also change the eccentricity of the BBH, where we here
assume this change is sampled from the distribution PðeÞ ¼
2e [112]. In the point-particle Newtonian limit, this series
of binary-single interactions will always end with a
dynamical ejection of the BBH from its host cluster when
its SMA falls below aej. This classical hardening process
therefore leads to an ejection of BBHs with a SMA ∼ aej,
and an eccentricity distribution that is thermally distributed;
however, when GR effects are included in this process, a
given BBH can also merge inside its cluster through
(at least) 2-body and 3-body mergers. To account for these
two in-cluster merger types we follow the approach out-
lined in the paragraphs below.
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3-body Mergers: For determining if a BBH merges
during a strong 3-body interaction, we model this often
highly chaotic and resonating state using the approach put
forward in [75] and briefly described in Sec. II B. In short,
the interaction is here divided up into N IMSs, each of
which is described by a BBH with a bound single BH. For
each IMS we assign the corresponding BBH an eccentricity
sampled from the distribution PðeÞ ¼ 2e, but keep the
SMA fixed to its initial value a. To determine if the BBH
undergoes a GW inspiral merger during this IMS, i.e.,
merge while the third objects is still bound to it, we
compare the energy radiated over one orbit of the BBH
(ΔEGW), to the total orbital energy of the bound 3-body
state (Ebs). If ΔEGW > Ebs we label the IMS assembled
BBH as a 3-body merger. This energy threshold is
equivalent of saying that the BBH will undergo a GW
inspiral merger during the interaction if its pericenter
distance rp < Rbs. If instead rp > Rbs the BBH does
not merge during the considered IMS. We repeat this
process, i.e., first assigning the IMS assembled BBH an
eccentricity from PðeÞ ¼ 2e and then compare its rp to
Rbs, up to N ¼ 20 times per interaction.
2-body Mergers: If a BBH does not undergo a 3-body

merger we determine right after its binary-single interaction
if the BBH instead will undergo a 2-body merger. We do
this by first assigning an eccentricity to the BBH sampled
from PðeÞ ¼ 2e, after which we calculate its inspiral time
tinsp ∝ a4ð1 − e2Þ7=2 and the time it takes for the next
strong single encounter to interact with the BBH,
tint ∝ ðn0σbsv0Þ−1. If tinsp < tint then we label the BBH
as a 2-body merger, if instead tinsp > tint the BBH survives
and we move on to the next binary-single interaction.
We repeat this process of checking for 3-body and 2-

body mergers while the BBH gradually hardens inside its
GC until the BBH either merges or is ejected. For all 2-
body and 3-body mergers we record their orbital param-
eters, a and e, at formation, i.e., before they start their
inspiral, which allows us to quickly calculate eccentricity
and GW peak frequency distributions. These distributions
are then normalized by assuming that the BBHs are formed
at a constant rate given by 1=Tej, where Tej is given
by Eq. (16).
This model clearly represents a simplified picture of how

a BH population evolves in a real GC; however, it is very
fast, have resulted in very precise estimates so far, and
provides therefore an ideal test-bed for exploring what
effects that might be important to included for an accurate
modeling of such systems [e.g., [68]].

2. Modeling single-single mergers

Calculating the single-single GW capture merger dis-
tribution is a well-defined problem for a nonevolving
density profile consisting of equal mass objects, and can
be done in several ways. For this paper we made a small

MC routine that simply samples single-single encounters
up to the local GW capture distance Rss. For each of these
encounters we calculate the corresponding orbital param-
eters, a ¼ −Gm2ð2ΔEGW þ 2EssÞ−1 and e ¼ 1 − rp=a, of
the newly formed BBH right after capture, from which we
can determine eccentricity- and GW peak frequency dis-
tributions similar to the binary-single case. In this routine,
for the local maximum GW capture distance R we do not
only require that the two single BHs are bound after the
encounter, but also that their GW inspiral time, tinspða; eÞ, is
shorter than the local binary-single interaction time, tintðaÞ.
This requirement results in a local maximum GW capture
distance R that fulfills the following equation,

Am9=2R−7=2 −
1

2
μv2 ¼ Bm2

�
C
D
n
v

1

m2

�
2=3

R7=3; ð34Þ

where A ¼ ð85π=12ÞG7=2c−5, B ¼ G=2, C ¼ ð768=425Þ×
ð27=25=512ÞG−3c5, and D ¼ ð6πGÞ−1. This unfortunately
does not have a closed form solution, but can easily be
solved numerically. However, we did not find a significant
difference between using the classical capture distance
given by Eq. (2), and the one found from the above
Eq. (34). Results are discussed in the next section.

B. Results

In this section we present results from numerical experi-
ments, where we follow a population of binary and single
BHs using the routines described in the above Sec. IVA.
All our results are based on a system characterized by
m ¼ 20 M⊙, v0 ¼ 10 km s−1, n0 ¼ 105 pc−3, fed;0 ¼ 5,
and Fbs ¼ 0.01.

1. Gravitational wave peak frequency

We start by considered Fig. 3, which shows the GW peak
frequency distributions of the merging population of BBHs
right when they form in our MC routine. For making this,
we used the orbital parameters a, e of each of the assembled
BBHs to derive their corresponding pericenter distance
rp ¼ að1 − eÞ, from which the GW peak frequency,
denoted here by fGW, can be approximated by [e.g., [119]],

fGW ≈
1

π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Gm
r3p

s
: ð35Þ

Focusing on the single-single (grey/black) and binary-
single (red) mergers we first notice that they peak at
different locations: roughly about 10−1 Hz and 100.3 Hz,
respectively. For both of these channels, their peak
location is near the lowest fGW at which all of the
mergers from the specific channel is able to contribute
(see also [67]). The two peak locations can therefore

be expressed as, fpeakGW;ss≈π−1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Gm=R3

ss;0

q
∝v6=70 =m, and
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fpeakGW;bs≈π−1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Gm=R3

bs;ej

q
∝v6=7esc =m, respectively. Now

taking the ratio between these two terms we find the
following relation,

fpeakGW;bs

fpeakGW;ss

¼
�
12f2ed;0
ϕ − 1

�3=7

: ð36Þ

This interestingly shows that the single-single and binary-
single peak locations are separated by a constant factor, that in
our model only depends on the properties of the system
through fed;0. For δ ¼ 7=9 and fed;0 ¼ 5 follows that

fpeakGW;bs=f
peak
GW;ss ≈ 20, which agrees with the results shown in

Fig. 3.Asfed;0 is always> 1, our derived ratio further implies

that fpeakGW;bs=f
peak
GW;ss > ð12=ðϕ − 1ÞÞ3=7 ≈ 5, therefore, the

peaks will always be separated with fpeakGW;bs > fpeakGW;ss.

If we now consider the actual shapes of the single-single
and binary-single distributions in the region where their
GW peak frequencies are greater than their corresponding
distribution peaks, i.e., for fGW > fpeakGW , we see that they
follow the same functional form. This is most easily seen
when comparing the “3-body” with the “sin-sin (uniform)”
distributions. The reason is simply that the single-single
and the binary-single cross sections for close encounters
with rp < R are both ∝ R, as seen in Eqs. (1) and (6). The
shape of both of the distributions is therefore given by,

dΓð> fGWÞ
d log fGW

∝ fGW
dσð< RÞ
dfGW

∝ f−2=3GW ; ð37Þ

where we have used that σ<R ∝ R for both single-single and
binary-single interactions, and the relation R ∝ f−2=3GW from
Eq. (35). For further discussions on the single-single
population and this distribution see [114].
Finally, we now consider the relative normalizations of

the single-single and binary-single distributions. As seen,
for our assumed value of Fbs ¼ 0.01, the sin-sin (uniform)
follows very closely the 3-body distribution at high values
of fGW. This is exactly what we derived in Eq. (22), in
which we argued that the rates should be similar for
encounters with rp < R, i.e., for encounters with
fGW > fGWðRÞ, when the binary fraction is at the percent
level. This, combined with the ∝ f−2=3GW dependence, means
that they must overlap at high fGW. The normalizations of
the sin-sin (Plummer) and 3-body distributions, over all
fGW, derived using our analytical methods in Eq. (33), are
also very similar. To conclude, our analytical and numerical
methods agree fully on how and where the different BBH
merger populations distribute in fGW space.

2. Orbital eccentricity

We now consider Fig. 4, which shows the orbital
eccentricity distributions of the merging BBHs from
Fig. 3 at 1 Hz and 10 Hz. The 1 Hz regime is relevant
for planned detectors such as DECIGO and Tian Qin,
where the 10 Hz regime is relevant for currently operating
LIGO/VIRGO, and future ground-based observatories such
as the ETand CE (the ETand CE are likely to be sensitive at
even lower GW frequencies).
Starting with the distribution at 1 Hz (top plot), we see

that the single-single population (we here only show results
for the Plummer’s sphere) clearly dominates the distribu-
tion for all eccentricities logðeÞ > −1.5. That is, in our
model, eccentric deci-Hertz sources are likely to originate
from single-single GW captures. This was also noticed in
[105]; however, we have here been able to derive the correct
normalization and how it relates to the 2-body and 3-body
mergers. Note here, that we have in our model not included
binary-binary [77] and any weak encounter driven

FIG. 3. Distribution of GW peak frequency (fGW) of the BBH
mergers forming in our cluster model described in Sec. IVA.
Each fGW is derived at the time of formation of the BBH in
question, i.e., right when our numerical routine identifies it as a
BBH that will inspiral and merge. Since fGW to leading order
only depends on the BBH pericenter distance, a BBH with a
given fGW will undergo most of its inspiral at that fGW. When a
BBH has circularized it will move toward the right in the above
figure, and thereby enter higher frequencies with a lower
eccentricity than its initial value. The “2-body” (green) and
“3-body” (red) distributions show results for BBHs merging in-
between and during their binary-single interactions, respectively.
The “sin-sin (Plummer)” and the “sin-sin (uniform)” distributions
show results from single-single GW captures forming in a
Plummer’s sphere and a sphere with a uniform distribution of
single BHs, respectively. As seen, assuming a uniform distribu-
tion predicts a surprisingly high fraction of single-single GW
capture mergers. Assuming a more realistic density profile, such
as the Plummer’s sphere, results in a significant reduction of the
rate. Results are discussed in Sec. IV B 1, and corresponding
eccentricity distributions at 1 Hz and 10 Hz are shown in Fig. 4.
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mergers [68], which in principle also could contribute to
eccentric deci-Hertz sources.
If we now consider the distribution at 10 Hz (bottom

plot), we see that the single-single GW capture mergers do
not contribute much to the population with an eccentricity
resolvable by LIGO/VIRGO (e > 0.1). Instead, the single-
single GW captures seem to fully dominate the region near
−2.5 < logðeÞ − 1.5, which interestingly could possibly be
resolved by future detectors such as the ET/CE [e.g.,
[118]]. Therefore, to get a complete picture of what future
detectors might observe and how we can use it to constrain
the origin of BBH mergers, the inclusion of single-single
GW capture mergers seems to be very important.

Finally, because highly eccentric orbits will emit qua-
siperiodic burst of GWs at the pericenter, it is observational
relevant to consider the timescale between bursts for the
single-single and 3-body mergers. As the time between
bursts is equal to the BBH orbital time, Torb, the period of
interest is simply given by,

Torb ¼
2

fGW
ð1 − eÞ−3=2; ð38Þ

where we have used the gravitational wave peak frequency,
fGW [Eq. (35)], together with Kepler’s law Torb ¼
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a3=2Gm

p
. In the high eccentricity limit, i.e., for

e ∼ 1 where bursts are relevant, it is useful to express
the eccentricity as e ¼ 1 − 10−x, from which Torb can be
written as Torb ¼ ð2=fGWÞ103x=2. In the low eccentricity
limit, i.e., for e ≪ 1, the orbital period Torb is to leading
order given by Torb ≈ ð2=fGWÞð1þ 3e=2Þ.
For representative single-single GW capture mergers that

have circularized to the point where they are detectable
(near the end of the vertical rise of the grey and red tracks in
Fig. 5), but still on eccentric orbits, e.g., e ∼ 0.9 and
fGW ¼ 0.1 Hz, Torb;ss ≈ 10 minutes. For the 3-body cap-
ture mergers, in a similar regime, e.g., e ∼ 0.9 and
fGW ¼ 100.3 Hz, Torb;bs ≈ 30 seconds. Work is currently

FIG. 4. Orbital eccentricity distributions of the BBH mergers
shown in Fig. 3 derived from ourmodel described in Sec. IVA. The
top and the bottom plots show the distributions at 1 Hz and 10 Hz,
respectively. As seen in the top plot, single-single GW captures
dominate the rate of GW sources with eccentricities logðeÞ > −1.5
among our considered channels at 1 Hz. This regime is relevant for
future planned space bornemissions such asDECIGO/TianQin. In
the bottom plot is seen that single-single GW captures dominate in
the regime −2.5 < logðeÞ < 1.5, which might be resolvable by
future ET/CE. These results depends on the cluster properties (see,
e.g., [37,75]), which especially implies that future detections can
be used to constrain the astrophysical environment of BBH
mergers. See Sec. IV B 2 for further discussions. FIG. 5. Illustration of how our considered 2-body mergers

(green), single-single GW capture mergers (grey), and 3-body
mergers (red) distribute and evolve as a function of GW peak
frequency (x-axis) and GW strain (y-axis). The shown data is a
down-sampled version of the data used for Fig. 3. For the above
figure we have assumed the sources distribute uniformly in
volume up to a redshift z ¼ 0.3. On the figure is also shown
sensitivity curves for LISA, DECIGO, LIGO 3G (the shown
curve is for the ET), and LIGO O2 (current LIGO sensitivity). As
seen, the single-single GW capture mergers fill out the gap
between the 2-body and 3-body mergers, where DECIGO is most
sensitive. The relative contributions from the three plotted merger
types change with redshift and cluster parameters, therefore,
future multi-band GW detectors have the potential to reveal
exactly how and if BBHs are driven to merger in dense stellar
clusters.
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being done on how to detect signals from eccentric burst-
like sources [e.g., [120]].

3. Multi-band GW observations

We end this section by showing how the 2-body mergers,
single-single GW capture mergers, and 3-body mergers
distribute and evolve as a function of GW peak frequency
and GW strain to complement recent studies [e.g., [65,66]].
Results are shown in Fig. 5, where we have assumed a
uniform source population up to a redshift of z ¼ 0.3,
sampled from the data shown in Fig. 3. On the figure is also
shown sensitivity curves for LISA, DECIGO, LIGO 3G
(ET), and LIGO O2 (current operational mode). As is clear
from this figure, the single-single GW capture mergers
form where DECIGO is most sensitive, and a future joint
multiband GW network, including instruments like LISA,
DECIGO/Tian Qin, and ET/CE, will therefore be able to
put tight constraints on exactly how BHs are brought to
merger in dense clusters [e.g., [121]].
Note here that the tracks shown in Fig. 5 show a repre-

sentative characteristic strain at anypoint in thebinary lifetime.
They are only corrected for the observation-timeor life-timeof
the detector in the sense that the characteristic strain is
computed differently for binaries that will not significantly
evolve in frequency over a chosen four-year observation time.
This results in the “knee” in the 2-body tracks (green) that is
described more thoroughly in [65]. Binaries for which
observation begins anywhere on the track to the left of the
knee will not merge within an observation time. These tracks
therefore serve more like an illustrative overview along side
with Fig. 1 from [66]. However, we will provide a more in-
depth signal-to-noise (S/N) analysis in an upcoming paper (for
a discussion on multiband S/N calculations see [e.g.,
[65,121]]), together with how the observational prospects
change with cluster properties and BH masses.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Recent work on the formation of BBH mergers in GCs
has shown that the inclusion of PN few-body dynamics
leads to distinctive merger populations with measurable
orbital eccentricities in both LISA and LIGO [e.g.,
[64–66,78]]. For these studies, the dynamical few-body
channels that so far have been systematically explored
include strong- and weak binary-single interactions [e.g.,
[68,70,75]], and strong binary-binary interactions [77].
In this paper we have expanded on this emerging picture

of how BBHs are driven to merger in GCs, by studying the
formation of single-single GW capture mergers. For this we
have focused on deriving the rate of BBHmergers from this
single-single channel relative to that of BBH mergers
forming during binary-single interactions. This approach
gives us a much better handle on exactly how frequent
single-single GW capture mergers might be, in contrast to
other studies that report (highly uncertain) absolute rates.

Using analytical arguments, we find that the contribution
from single-single GW capture mergers relative to those
forming during binary-single interactions, does not
strongly depend on either the absolute value of the central
velocity dispersion, or the BH number density [see, e.g.,
Eq. (19)]. Instead, it mainly depends on the number of
BBHs relative to single BHs, i.e., the BH binary fraction,
and the shape of the density profile of the single BH
population. Assuming the single BHs follow either a
uniform- or a Plummer’s distribution, we have shown that
the rate of single-single GW capture mergers should be
comparable to that of mergers forming during binary-single
interactions when the binary fraction is at the percent level.
Interestingly, recent MC simulations (see Fig. 2) do in fact
indicate that the fraction of dynamically formed BBHs is at
the percent level, which leads us to conclude that single-
single GW capture mergers are expected to form at an
observable rate. Knowing the relative contributions from
both single-single and binary-single interactions is extre-
mely important, as their interplay and resulting GW
observables provide the key to probe how BBHs might
form in dense stellar clusters.
Finally, using a semianalyticalMC frameworkwe derived

GW peak frequency- and eccentricity distributions for
single-single GW capture mergers, and mergers forming
during and in-between strong binary-single interactions. As
also noticed by [105], the single-single GW capture mergers
form right in the deci-Hertz regime where the proposed
DECIGO and Tian Qin detectors are sensitive. For a binary
fraction ofFbs ¼ 0.01 and assuming a Plummer’s sphere for
the single BH population, we further illustrated that BBHs
with eccentricities logðeÞ > −1.5 at 1 Hz and −1.5 >
logðeÞ > −2.5 at 10 Hz are dominated by the single-single
GW capture channel. This has major implications for
mapping out how BBHs form as a function of redshift in
dense stellar clusterswithDECIGO/TianQin aswell as third
generation GW detectors such as the ET and CE.
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